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Pinata trade avenue in the historic center in El Salvador (27)
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A woman makes pinatas in a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: Women make pinatas in a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A woman makes pinatas in a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: Woman holds a pinata of Messi min front of a pinata store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: People put down the pinata of Messi's jersey made by a Salvadoran woman to their car on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: Pinatas made by Salvadoran woman are in display in a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A man carries a Minnie Mouse pinata on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: People walk past pinatas in front of a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A woman carries pinatas in front of a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: Pinatas made by Salvadoran woman are in display in a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A woman makes pinatas in a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A Batman pinata made by Salvadoran woman is in display in front of a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A woman sits in front of a store with pinatas on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A woman sits in front of a store with pinatas on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A woman walk pasts pinatas on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A woman carries a pinata in her hand in a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A man carries pinatas in a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: Pinatas made by Salvadoran woman are in display in front of the store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A women poses among pinatas made by Salvadoran woman in front of the store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: Pinatas made by Salvadoran woman are in display in a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A woman carry pinatas in a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: People carry the Spider-man pinata on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A Dragon Ball character pinata is in display in front of a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A woman holds a Sonic pinata in front of a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: A person holds Batman and Catwomen pinatas made by a Salvadoran woman in front of a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR - MARCH 29: Pinatas made by Salvadoran woman are seen in a store on the Avenue “Espana”, a street with several blocks full of shops selling and producing “Pinatas” in the historic center, in San Salvador, El Salvador, on March 29, 2023. Several generations of families support the economy of their homes by working in the production and sale of pinatas on Avenida Espana. The “pinatas” are created from wire and paper structures of various figures at the client's choice. “Pinatas” are filled with sweets and gifts to brighten up family celebrations in many countries around the world. Alex Pena / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIGALI, RWANDA - MAY 27: A player of Al Ahly celebrate the victory with fans at the end of the final match between Egyptian team Al Ahly and Senegalese team A.S. Douanes at BK Arena in Kigali, Rwanda on May 27, 2023. Al Ahly beat A.S. Douanes 80-65 in the African Basketball League to become champion. Cyrile Ndegeya / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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